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stuff from last time…

• Topics you want to see covered?
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Crowdsourcing
• Useful when you have a short, simple task that you 

want to scale up  
• Sentiment analysis: SST-2 (label a sentence as pos/neg) 
• Question answering: SQuAD, etc (write a question about 

a paragraph) 
• Textual entailment: SNLI, MNLI (write a sentence that 

entails or contradicts a given sentence) 
• Image captioning: MSCOCO (write a sentence describing 

a given image) 
• etc.



Why are we learning about this?
• We’ve learned about all of the state-of-the-art models 

at this point 

• How do we test the limits of these models?  
• We design newer more challenging tasks… these tasks 

require new datasets 

• Data collection is perhaps even more important than 
modeling these days 
• and it’s often not done properly, which negatively impacts 

models trained on them



Amazon Mechanical Turk

• www.mturk.com 

• Pay workers to do your tasks (called “human 
intelligence tasks” or HITs)! 

• Most common crowdsourcing platform for collecting 
NLP datasets (and also in general)

http://www.mturk.com


Building your own HIT 
(for easy tasks)

• Set the parameters of your HIT 
• Optionally, specify requirements for which Turkers 

can complete your HIT 
• Design an HTML template with ${variables} 
• Upload a CSV file to populate the variables 
• Pre-pay Amazon for the work 
• Approve/reject work from Turkers 
• Analyze results
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Instructions↓

Pick the best sentiment based on the following criterion.

Strongly positive Select this if the item embodies emotion that was extremely happy or excited toward the
topic. For example, "Their customer service is the best that I've seen!!!!"

Positive Select this if the item embodies emotion that was generally happy or satisfied, but the
emotion wasn't extreme. For example, "Sure I'll shop there again."

Neutral Select this if the item does not embody much of positive or negative emotion toward the
topic. For example, "Yeah, I guess it's ok." or "Is their customer service open 24x7?"

Negative Select this if the item embodies emotion that is perceived to be angry or upsetting toward
the topic, but not to the extreme. For example, "I don't know if I'll shop there again because
I don't trust them."

Strongly negative Select this if the item embodies negative emotion toward the topic that can be perceived as
extreme. For example, "These guys are teriffic... NOTTTT!!!!!!" or "I will NEVER shop there
again!!!"

Judge the sentiment expressed by the following item toward: Amazon

If you loved Firefly TV show, amazing Amazon price for entire series: about $27 BlueRay & $17 DVD.

You must ACCEPT the HIT before you can submit the results.

 

Strongly
negative

Negative Neutral Positive Strongly
positive

Pick the best sentiment based on the following criterion.

Strongly positive Select this if the item embodies emotion that was extremely happy or excited toward the 
topic. For example, "Their customer service is the best that I've seen!!!!"

Positive Select this if the item embodies emotion that was generally happy or satisfied, but the 
emotion wasn't extreme. For example, "Sure I'll shop there again."

Neutral Select this if the item does not embody much of positive or negative emotion toward the 
topic. For example, "Yeah, I guess it's ok." or "Is their customer service open 24x7?"

Negative
Select this if the item embodies emotion that is perceived to be angry or upsetting toward 
the topic, but not to the extreme. For example, "I don't know if I'll shop there again because 
I don't trust them."

Strongly negative
Select this if the item embodies negative emotion toward the topic that can be perceived as 
extreme. For example, "These guys are teriffic... NOTTTT!!!!!!" or "I will NEVER shop there 
again!!!"















Purpose of redundancy
• MTurk lets you set the number of assignments 

per HIT 

• That gives you different (redundant) answers 
from different Turkers 

• This lets you conduct surveys (num assignments 
= num respondents)  

• Also, lets you take votes and do tie-breaking, or 
do quality control 

• Redundancy >= 10x incurs higher fees on MTurk



Worker Requirements



Also critical for model 
evaluation!

Why might we prefer human 
evaluation over automatic 

evaluation (e.g., BLEU score)?



Collecting data from MTurk can 
have unintended consequences 
for models if you’re not careful!



strategies used by crowd workers



The result: models can predict the 
label without seeing the premise 

sentence!



Were workers misled by the 
annotation task examples?
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Were workers mislead by the 
annotation task examples?

generic words
Add cause / 

purpose clause



Were workers mislead by the 
annotation task examples?

generic words
Add cause / 

purpose clause
Add words that 

contradict any activity





Sentence length is correlated to 
the label

Entailments are shorter than neutral sentences!



Issues with SQuAD



Issues with SQuAD



Crowdsourcing works 
for tasks that are

• Natural and easy to explain to non-experts 
• Decomposable into simpler tasks that can 

be joined together 
• Parallelizable into small, quickly completed 

chunks 
• Well-suited to quality control (some data 

has correct gold standard annotations)



Crowdsourcing works 
for tasks that are

• Robust to some amount of noise/errors (the 
downstream task is training a statistical model) 

• Balanced and each task contains the same 
amount of work 
• Don’t have tons of work in one assignment 

but not another 
• Don’t ask Turkers to annotate something 

occurs in the data <<10% of the time



Guidelines for your own 
tasks

• Simple instructions are required  
• If your task can’t be expressed in one 

paragraph + bullets, then it may need to 
be broken into simpler sub-tasks



Guidelines for your own 
tasks

• Quality control is paramount  
• Measuring redundancy doesn’t work if 

people answer incorrectly in systematic ways 
• Embed gold standard data as controls 

• Qualification tests v. no qualification test 
•  Reduce participation, but usually ensures 

higher quality



More complex tasks?

• You can host your own task on a 
separate server, which Turkers can then 
join 

• They complete tasks, and then receive a 
code which they can paste into the 
Amazon MT site to get paid



QuAC dialog QA exampleHow I am Using the Crowd

• provided full text of 
Wikipedia section on Daffy 
Duck’s origin


student teacher
• provided with a topic to ask 

questions about (e.g., Daffy 
Duck - origin & history)


• asks questions to learn as 
much as they can about 
this topic

Q: what is the origin of 
Daffy Duck?

A: first appeared in 
Porky’s Duck Hunt 

turker 1 turker 2
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QuAC dialog QA example
• External server handles worker matching, 

student / teacher assignment, and 
facilitates the dialogue 

• We used Stanford’s cocoa library to set 
up this data collection 

• https://github.com/stanfordnlp/cocoa 

• Roughly $65k spent on MTurk to collect 
QuAC

https://github.com/stanfordnlp/cocoa


Problems Encountered

• so many! 

• lag time: most important issue when two 
workers are interacting w/ each other 

• quality control: unresponsive, low-quality 
questions, cheating > report feature 

• pay: devised a pay scale to encourage 
longer dialogs 

• instructions: workers don’t read them! 
we joined turker forums to pilot our task 

• validation: expensive but necessary


